
Paperless Traveler
Drive Process Adherence and Simplify 
Traceability

Paperless travelers are digital document packages that direct a product 
throughout the value stream. Digitalized travelers create flexible access to 
manufacturing information needed to produce goods and services adherent 
to requirements.  

Paperless Travelers ensure accountability, traceability, and operational 
excellence, resulting in a fool-proof process. 

Your Data. Your 
Process. New Insights.

Reduce the pain of change 
when going digital. 

Track Progress

Record Actions

Ensure Process  Adherence

Highlight Abnormalities

Paperless Traveler key benefits:

• Know where you are, with all of the data to accurately predict where you
are going to be

• Ensure the latest instructions and documentation are presented to the
right person at the right time

• Provide instant access anywhere to disruptions, quality issues, and
bottlenecks

• Monitor operations at multiple facilities in real-time
• Escalate production anomalies and push downtime alerts
• Record results as they happen and validate input accuracy 
• Link activity with status instantly

“We’ve avoided digitizing our process for many years 
because we did not want to compromise how we do 
things. Xalt has helped us create a digital experience 
that preserves our focus on craftsmanship while 
bringing us on to the 21st century.”



Feed the right data as it’s happening to plant management, allowing the best decisions to be made faster. Reduce assumptions 
by transforming your data into information by adding context. Make better-informed decisions from the insights revealed.

To learn more about Paperless Traveler or to explore our technology and solutions portfolio visit www.hexagonxalt.com.

The difference is how Xalt Solutions’ Paperless Traveler integrates into your 
current systems and molds to your existing processes, enhancing the benefits 
of digitalization reducing the pain of change. 

Accelerate your digital transformation

Hexagon is a global leader in digital solutions that improve productivity and quality for 
manufacturing, infrastructure, safety and mobility applications. We create Smart Digital 
Realities that empower the future of autonomy across production and urban ecosystems. 

Hexagon’s Xalt Solutions accelerates your digital transformation by solving your workplace 
challenges with the industry’s most agile framework, supported by innovative, tailored 
solutions. 
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